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SeMSy® People Tracking Process
HEMISPHERE® SeMSy® People Tracking Process for the tracking of 
moving persons (wrong way detection) on a HEMISPHERE® SeMSy® Workstation

The HEMISPHERE® SeMSy® Video Management System combines the proven concept of its predecessors with new dynamics and  
flexibility. The optimized license model with administration on the central HEMISPHERE® Backbone Server allows a simple, fast  
and secure adaptation and expansion of the entire system during operation. 

License B A P E
006756 DLD - HEMISPHERE® SeMSy® People Tracking Process 

License for the use of the People Tracking Process (wrong way detection)  
on one workstation (1× license for HEMISPHERE® Site Dongle) ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐

☐ Not included in the Basic, Advanced, Professional or Enterprise function package of the HEMISPHERE® SeMSy® Workstation Software
☑ Included in the Basic, Advanced, Professional or Enterprise function package of the HEMISPHERE® SeMSy® Workstation Software

Function
The HEMISPHERE® SeMSy® People Tracking Process captures and 
marks people in a defined zone. As long as the people are in the 
area, they remain in focus and their movements are tracked with 
cameras. If a person leaves the defined zone, an event message 
(Break Through Alarm) is automatically generated for the process. 
Operators can immediately evaluate this message in the  
HEMISPHERE® SeMSy® Event Inbox and receive all event images 
and information on the process tab for further security checks.

Precise Tracking
The tracking of a person can be precisely traced in a map view. All 
the positions accessed are accurately marked on a map. 

Camera Images
A camera image can also be displayed for each position marker 
on the map. This image information helps operators to avoid false 
alarms and critical areas can be monitored more comprehensively 
and in more detail.

Event Inbox
“Break Through Alarms” are listed in the Event Inbox on a SeMSy® 
workstation. If an event is selected in the Inbox, the detail column on 
the right side shows the location of the event message in an  
overview map. The event can now be checked in depth in a detailed 
view map with the corresponding images for comprehensive  
evaluation on a process tab. 


